Dental Health For Kids Plus Dentist Jokes
English
Thank you very much for downloading dental health for kids plus dentist jokes english. As you may know,
people have search hundreds times for their favorite readings like this dental health for kids plus dentist jokes
english, but end up in malicious downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book with a cup of coffee in the afternoon, instead they are facing with some
harmful bugs inside their laptop.
dental health for kids plus dentist jokes english is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as
public so you can get it instantly.
Our book servers spans in multiple countries, allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any
of our books like this one.
Kindly say, the dental health for kids plus dentist jokes english is universally compatible with any devices to
read

Dentist Jokes for Kids G. Nyla Phillips 2020-01-09 This book has funny dentist jokes for kids to enjoy. If you
want your kids to embrace going to the dentist, this book can help. It's filled with toothy jokes that are all about
going to the dentist. Even dentists will love them too! Are you looking for books for National Children's Dental
Health Month? It's a fun way to spread awareness of dental health month (February)! There's also National
Dental Hygiene Month in October. Also, it makes a cute gift for your dentist for National Dentist's Day in
March. If dentists and orthodondists are looking for kids' books for the dental waiting room, this book is perfect
for kids to read while they wait. Q: Why did the gingerbread man go to the dentist? A: Because he had
gingervitis! Q: At what time do most people go to the dentist? A: At tooth hurty! (2:30) Q: Why did the queen
go the dentist? A: To have her teeth crowned. This book includes: riddle jokes, knock-knock jokes, and tongue
twisters. All Jokes are illustrated! Everyone enjoys a good joke and kids will love having these silly jokes to
share with their friends. About the author: Gillian Nyla Phillips is a mom that loves to create books and games
for kids. Having been a primary school teacher herself, she has always found the need to make her own
classroom materials to suit her students. She is currently an online curriculum designer and teacher author.
Check out the other books in this series!

Tooth Poop Mark P. Vogley 2019-02 Tooth Poop was written by a general dentist to teach kids, in kid terms,
why they should care for their teeth. This is a true story! The main character, young Danny, is forced to
confront the distasteful truth about how we all get cavities. Told with light-hearted wit and brutal honesty,
Tooth Poop will have every kid laughing out loud and then racing to the bathroom to brush and floss!!! Do you
want to motivate your kids to brush and floss their teeth?
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Mental Dental Sandra Mooradian Klein 2020-07-06 Enjoy some hysterical true stories like this: after
experiencing such a positive outcome from her gum surgery, Hattie asked Dr. Happy Smile if she could use
the soft tissue periodontal laser on her hemorrhoids. Anyone in the dental field will tell you, you can't make
this stuff up!I began journaling funny stories to entertain my co-workers at our annual Christmas Party. For
the past 35 fulfilling years in the dental field, I have compiled my own comical situations. Many of these
stories have been shared with me and now I am sharing them with you.Please know that all names and places
have been changed to be entertaining and create a belly ache!You might ask yourself why would anyone
want to be a dentist let alone work for one. It's really all about you, the patient. How we can make your visit as
comfortable as possible because, let's face it, you are not coming in to get your nails done!It is a true compliment
to the office or staff member when a patient is so relaxed they share some "TMI" (too much information)
moments.
Prostho Plus Piers Anthony 1986-01-01 Dr. Dillingham, terrestrial dentist, is kidnapped by aliens, forced to
treat a cavity in a very strange mouth, whisked off to the far reaches of the galaxy, and offered a prestigious
position at the Galactic University of Dentistry
Turkey, Islam, Nationalism, and Modernity Carter V. Findley 2010-09-21 Book Description: Publication Date:
August 30, 2011. "Turkey, Islam, Nationalism, and Modernity" reveals the historical dynamics propelling two
centuries of Ottoman and Turkish history. As mounting threats to imperial survival necessitated dynamic
responses, ethnolinguistic and religious identities inspired alternative strategies for engaging with modernity.
A radical, secularizing current of change competed with a conservative, Islamically committed current. Crises
sharpened the differentiation of the two streams, forcing choices between them. The radical current began
with the formation of reformist governmental elites and expanded with the advent of 'print capitalism',
symbolized by the privately owned, Ottoman-language newspapers. The radicals engineered the 1908 Young
Turk revolution, ruled empire and republic until 1950, made secularism a lasting 'belief system', and still retain
powerful positions. The conservative current gained impetus from three history-making Islamic renewal
movements, those of Mevlana Halid, Said Nursi, and Fethullah Gulen. Powerful under the empire, Islamic
conservatives did not regain control of government until the 1980s. By then they, too, had their own
influential media. Findley's reassessment of political, economic, social and cultural history reveals the dialectical
interaction between radical and conservative currents of change, which alternately clashed and converged to
shape late Ottoman and republican Turkish history.
Indian Health Service Dental Newsletter 1980

Dental Student 1975
A Joke a Day Keeps the Doctor Away Bob Phillips 2008 Laughter is the best medicine! And Bob Phillips, the
primary care doctor of practical jokes, joins comic forces with cartoonist Jonny Hawkins to present one
unforgettable dose of healthy humor and medical merriment in the form of-- absolutely hilarious anecdotes
one-liners worth repeating jokes to cure what ails a person cartoons to brighten any day Anyone who has been
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a patient, is part of the medical profession, or just wants to be sure their funny bone is working will love this
prescription of laughter.

Teacher Jokes Chester Croker 2019-11-28 Have lots of fun and laughter with this hilarious teachers joke book.
teachers of all levels will definitely enjoy this collection of funny jokes for teachers. You will simply be rolling
on the floor with laughter with some of the gags.This mixture of teachers jokes will prove that dentists have a
good sense of humor.This book is brand new in November 2019, and it is guaranteed to get you
laughing.Inside you will find many quality jokes, many cheesy jokes and many stories to make you laugh out
loud.Buy it now!
Snacks for Healthy Teeth Mari C. Schuh 2008 "Simple text, photographs, and diagrams present information
about healthy snacks for teeth and includes how to take care of teeth properly"--Provided by publisher.
We Beat the Street Sampson Davis 2006 Three boys, who made a pact to stick together through the rough
times in their impoverished Newark neighborhood, found the strength to work through their difficulties and
complete high school, college, and medical school together.

The Tooth Book Dr. Seuss 2017-03-07 Rhyming text and illustrations briefly point out what animals have
teeth, their uses, and how to care for them.
Dental Management 1980
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian Sherman Alexie 2012-01-10 Bestselling author Sherman
Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation.
Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an allwhite farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and
beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own
experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was
destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and
four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.

Open Wide Laurie Keller 2014-07-22 From the author/illustrator of The Scrambled States of America, here is
Laurie Keller's fun-filled introduction to teeth. "Before the principal's announcements, will you all please stand
and recite our pledge: 'I pledge allegiance to this mouth and to the dentist who takes care of us. And to the
gums on which we stand, strong and healthy, with toothbrushes and toothpaste for all.'" In Open Wide, it's
time for tooth school and Dr. Flossman is excited to meet the incoming class of 32--eight incisors, four canines,
eight premolars, and twelve molars, including the four wisdom teeth. There's just so much to learn--from
brushing and flossing to dentin and pulp to every student's nightmare: tooth decay! Best read with a
toothbrush in hand, this hilarious book is full of interesting facts (for instance, George Washington's teeth were
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not made of wood, despite popular belief) and a classroom full of quirky characters. Young readers will laugh
their way to a better appreciation for those pearly whites that beckon them to brush. And from there it's just a
short hop to flossing. This title has Common Core connections.
The Plague Year Lawrence Wright 2021 Beginning with the absolutely critical first moments of the outbreak
in China, and ending with an epilogue on the vaccine rollout and the unprecedented events between the
election of Joseph Biden and his inauguration, Lawrence Wright's The Plague Year surges forward with
essential information--and fascinating historical parallels--examining the medical, economic, political, and social
ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Early Childhood Oral Health Joel H. Berg 2015-10-26 Dental caries has been called a “silent epidemic” and is the
most prevalent chronic disease affecting children. Though much has been written on the science and practice
of managing this disease, publications are diverse in their loci, preventing easy access to the reader. Early
Childhood Oral Health coalesces all the important information related to this topic in a comprehensive
reference for students, academics, and practitioners. This second edition expands the scope of the first and puts
an additional focus on interprofessional and global efforts that are necessary to manage the growing disease
crisis and screening and risk assessment efforts that have expanded with the boom of new technologies. With
updated references and incorporating the latest research, chapters address the biology and epidemiology of
caries, the clinical management of early childhood caries, risk assessment, and early diagnosis. Other topics
include public health approaches to managing caries worldwide, implementation of new caries prevention
programs, fluoride regimens, and community programs, and family oral health education. Brand new are four
chapters on the medical management of early childhood caries, considerations for children with special needs,
interprofessional education and practice, and how the newest policy issues and the Affordable Care Act affect
dental care. A must-read for pediatric dentists, cariologists, public health dentists, and students in these fields,
Early Childhood Oral Health is also relevant for pediatricians and pediatric nursing specialists worldwide. Key
Features: Coalesces information on early childhood oral health into one accessible source Detailed discussion of
early childhood caries Full discussion of other factors affecting pediatric oral health Fuses impressive
scholarship with clinical pragmatism Explains how the Affordable Care Act and other policy issues impact
children’s oral healthcare Second edition fully updated and includes four new chapters

Paediatric Dentistry Richard Welbury 2012-08-16 Paediatric Dentistry, Fourth Edition successfully combines
both the theoretical and practical aspects of paediatric dentistry for the child up to age 16, from all dental
specialities and is illustrated throughout.
The Crocodile and the Dentist Taro Gomi 2018-08-21 Oh, it's time to go to the dentist! Crocodile has a toothache,
but he's afraid of the dentist. The dentist wants to help, but he's afraid of Crocodile. Never fear! Bestselling
author-illustrator Taro Gomi cleverly and humorously presents both sides of the story, as the crocodile and the
dentist learn to be brave and face their fears—of what might happen in that dentist's chair and of each other!

Jokes for Funny Kids: 8 Year Olds Andrew Pinder 2019-08-22 A hilarious collection of hundreds of the
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funniest jokes for clever kids.

Demon Dentist David Walliams 2016-03-01 This New York Times bestseller from David Walliams, the UK’s
#1 bestselling children’s author and “the heir to Roald Dahl” (The Spectator), launched his books stateside in a
big way! Walliams makes going to the dentist a wacky adventure with his signature humor—this is one
dentist appointment you don’t want to miss. Something strange is happening in Alfie's town. Instead of shiny
coins from the Tooth Fairy, kids are waking up to dead slugs, live spiders, and other dreadfully icky things
under their pillows. Who would do something so horrific? Alfie is sure that Miss Root, the creepy new dentist
in town, is behind it all. There's nothing Alfie hates more than going to the dentist, but to solve this mystery,
he may have to book a dreaded appointment….
The Ultimate Guide To Choosing a Medical Specialty Brian Freeman 2004-01-09 The first medical specialty
selection guide written by residents for students! Provides an inside look at the issues surrounding medical
specialty selection, blending first-hand knowledge with useful facts and statistics, such as salary information,
employment data, and match statistics. Focuses on all the major specialties and features firsthand portrayals of
each by current residents. Also includes a guide to personality characteristics that are predominate with
practitioners of each specialty. “A terrific mixture of objective information as well as factual data make this book
an easy, informative, and interesting read.” --Review from a 4th year Medical Student
Open Wide and Laugh Dr. Bernard G. Park 2017-06-30 This book is about the journey through time from the
placid years of the 1950s to the present, with dentistry as the vehicle and humor as the driver. Beginning with
dental school and continuing with service in the US Army and through five plus decades in the town of
Colchester, Connecticut, it shows how humor became a very important factor in the dental practice, both as a
way of reducing fear in the patient and also of humanizing the image of a dentist. People looked forward to
going to the dentist! Honest!
Psychological Aspects of Dental Treatment of Children Juliet Ober Bell 1943
Behavior Management in Dentistry for Children Gerald Z. Wright 2014-01-21 Guiding patient behavior is as
important as ever for thepracticing dentist, and the behavior of pediatric patients isperhaps the most
challenging to manage. Drs. Wright and Kupietzkyhere update Dr. Wright’s classic work on managing
pediatricdental patients. Behavior Management in Dentistry for Children,2ndEdition, has been entirely
rewritten and includes the latestand most effective management strategies from an international teamof
experts in the field. The book addresses the influence of familyand parenting styles on children’s behavior and
the factorsthat determine how children behave in the dental office.Pharmacological and non-pharmacological
management techniques aredescribed in depth, as are techniques for dealing with specialneeds patients.
Clinical scenarios are described throughout thebook, with practical application of the taught principles. Thefinal
part of the book covers the dental environment—trainingoffice personnel to manage children’s behavior,
practicalconsiderations for behavior guidance, and the effects of thephysical dental office environment.
Behavior Management in Dentistry for Children,2ndEdition, is ideal for pediatric residents, dental students,
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andpracticing dentists who see children on a regular basis.
Dental Health for Kids Plus Dentist Jokes Richard Ronneburg Dds 2019-02-04 Why should you brush your
teeth, tongue and gums at least twice a day? What is the right way to brush your teeth? How should you floss
your teeth? Which kind of mouthwash should you use?
A History of Dentistry from the Most Ancient Times Until the End of the Eighteenth Century Vincenzo
Guerini 1909
Curious George Visits The Dentist H. A. Rey 2014-05-06 When George bites into a shiny apple made of wax,
his tooth begins to hurt. The next morning George shows his wiggly tooth to the man with the yellow hat,
who takes him to the dentist. George is nervous about his first visit to the dentist, but overcomes his fear and
learns about better dental hygiene—with a little good-natured mayhem on the side! With art in the style of H.
A. Rey, this engaging story will teach young readers that there is nothing scary about the dentist or wobbly
teeth—and adds some tooth fairy fun for good measure!
Oral Health Literacy Institute of Medicine 2013-02-19 The Institute of Medicine (IOM) Roundtable on Health
Literacy focuses on bringing together leaders from the federal government, foundations, health plans,
associations, and private companies to address challenges facing health literacy practice and research and to
identify approaches to promote health literacy in both the public and private sectors. The roundtable serves to
educate the public, press, and policy makers regarding the issues of health literacy, sponsoring workshops to
discuss approaches to resolve health literacy challenges. It also builds partnerships to move the field of health
literacy forward by translating research findings into practical strategies for implementation. The Roundtable
held a workshop March 29, 2012, to explore the field of oral health literacy. The workshop was organized by
an independent planning committee in accordance with the procedures of the National Academy of Sciences.
The planning group was composed of Sharon Barrett, Benard P. Dreyer, Alice M. Horowitz, Clarence Pearson,
and Rima Rudd. The role of the workshop planning committee was limited to planning the workshop. Unlike
a consensus committee report, a workshop summary may not contain conclusions and recommendations, except
as expressed by and attributed to individual presenters and participants. Therefore, the summary has been
prepared by the workshop rapporteur as a factual summary of what occurred at the workshop.
The Story of My Teeth Valeria Luiselli 2015-09-07 “Luiselli follows in the imaginative tradition of writers like
Borges and Márquez, but her style and concerns are unmistakably her own. This deeply playful novel is about
the passion and obsession of collecting, the nature of storytelling, the value of objects, and the complicated bonds
of family. . . Luiselli has become a writer to watch, in part because it’s truly hard to know (but exciting to
wonder about) where she will go next.”—The New York Times I was born in Pachuca, the Beautiful Windy
City, with four premature teeth and my body completely covered in a very fine coat of fuzz. But I'm grateful
for that inauspicious start because ugliness, as my other uncle, Eurípides López Sánchez, was given to saying, is
character forming. Highway is a late-in-life world traveler, yarn spinner, collector, and legendary auctioneer.
His most precious possessions are the teeth of the "notorious infamous" like Plato, Petrarch, and Virginia Woolf.
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Written in collaboration with the workers at a Jumex juice factory, Teeth is an elegant, witty, exhilarating
romp through the industrial suburbs of Mexico City and Luiselli's own literary influences. Valeria Luiselli was
born in Mexico City in 1983 and grew up in South Africa. Her work has been translated into many languages
and has appeared in publications including the New York Times, Granta, and McSweeney's. Her novel, The
Story of My Teeth, is the winner of the LA Times Book Prize in Fiction.
Emma Gets Braces! Baron Hall 2017-11-17 Braces are fun and exciting You can get them yourself and see
Before you do, join Emma As she learns from A to Z!

Overcoming Medical Phobias Martin Antony 2006-03-03 Overcome Your Fear of Doctors, Blood, Needles, and
More-You Can Do It! Does even the thought of a visit to the doctor's office start your heart racing? You're not
alone. Some 30 million of us have a significant fear of doctors, dentists, medical procedures, blood, needles, and
so forth. These fears might already have inconvenienced you, but if you're avoiding necessary medical
attention, you could be putting yourself in great physical danger. But you don't have to live with these fears
anymore. This book can help you overcome your medical phobia, maybe in less time that you ever thought
possible. Start by learning about your fears, where they might come from, what factors influence them, and
how you can best prepare to overcome them. Then you'll gradually and safely confront your specific fears.
The book also includes information about avoiding relapse so you can maintain your progress, as well as steps
for helping someone you care about who suffers from a medical phobia. Learn about your fears, how they may
have begun, and the methods used to treat them Prepare for treatment, either on your own or with the help
of a professional Explore exposure-based strategies for overcoming your fears Learn strategies to prevent
fainting Plan relapse-prevention strategies to maintain your progress Engage your family and friends as
sources of support

Did Dinosaurs Have Dentists? Patrick O'Donnell 2018-09-28 What if a brachiosaurus needed braces? If a
tyrannosaurus used toothpaste, would it squash the tube? A young child on the way to a dental checkup
wonders if dinosaurs ever had cavities and if they had to brush their teeth, floss, get braces, and use fluoride or
mouthwash. This whimsical picture book includes eleven common terms related to dental and oral health,
along with a glossary of name pronunciations and fun, scientific facts about each of the eleven dinosaurs
mentioned in the story. It takes an imaginative, humorous look at dinosaurs' dental health and eases children's
fears about going to the dentist, while cleverly encouraging them to take care of their own teeth.
Dentist Jokes Chester Croker 2019-02-03 Have lots of fun and laughter with this hilarious dentists joke book.
Dentists, dental nurses, dental receptionists and others will enjoy this collection of funny jokes for dentists. You
will simply be rolling on the floor with laughter with some of the gags. This book is brand new in February
2019, and it would make a great gift for any dentist you know who enjoys a laugh. Inside you will find many
quality jokes, many cheesy jokes and many stories to make you laugh out loud. Brace yourself and buy it now!
Pediatric Dentistry Goran Koch 2017-01-04 Pediatric Dentistry: A Clinical Approach, Third Edition provides a
uniquely clear, comprehensive, and clinical approach to the dental treatment of children and adolescents. Offers
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systematic coverage of all clinical, scientific and social topics relating to pediatric dentistry Thoroughly revised
and updated new edition, with an increased focus on evidence based care Includes three new chapters on
genetics, child abuse and neglected children, and ethics Pedodontic endodontics is now covered by two
chapters – one on primary teeth and one on young permanent teeth Features a companion website with
interactive self-assessment questions
A History of Dentistry Arthur Ward 1889- Lufkin 2021-09-10 This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
You Deserve Each Other Sarah Hogle 2020-04-07 When your nemesis also happens to be your fiancé, happily
ever after becomes a lot more complicated in this wickedly funny, lovers-to-enemies-to-lovers romantic
comedy debut. Naomi Westfield has the perfect fiancé: Nicholas Rose holds doors open for her, remembers her
restaurant orders, and comes from the kind of upstanding society family any bride would love to be a part of.
They never fight. They’re preparing for their lavish wedding that's three months away. And she is miserably
and utterly sick of him. Naomi wants out, but there's a catch: whoever ends the engagement will have to foot
the nonrefundable wedding bill. When Naomi discovers that Nicholas, too, has been feigning contentment, the
two of them go head-to-head in a battle of pranks, sabotage, and all-out emotional warfare. But with the
countdown looming to the wedding that may or may not come to pass, Naomi finds her resolve slipping.
Because now that they have nothing to lose, they're finally being themselves—and having fun with the last
person they expect: each other.
How to Heal Teeth Naturally & Cure Tooth Decay Jessica Caplain 2017-09-02 "For The Person Who Wants to
Wage War Against Cavities, Tooth Decay, Bad Breath, Gum Diseases etc. -- Without Going to the Dentist!" I
don't know about you, but I hate dentists! I hate the painful teeth drilling, needles, and various other SCARY
dental procedures. As much as possible I avoid them, whenever I can. But is it really possible? Perfect dental
care without any dental visits? For the most part YES! At the very least, you'll minimize dental visits. Finally
a complete holistic dental care book for the whole family. By learning the information in this book, you can be
assured of the best dental health care possible without incurring absurd dental costs and uncomfortable dental
visits. Although not all conditions can be fixed yourself--you have more power than you think! So go ahead
and wage that war today! You will learn how to prevent and remedy tooth and dental issues; fix bad breath,
achieve whiter teeth, beat plaque buildups, stop toothaches, even restore bad teeth meant for tooth extraction,
tooth fillings and even root canal! Yes, all these are possible following the recommendations in this book. You
will also learn: - A powerful remineralization recipe you can easily make for CHEAPS to restore decaying
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teeth - Specific herbs to help with your dental goals (whitening, restoration,toothaches etc) - How to properly
do Oil Pulling and the recommended oils. - The role of nutrition in dental care. - Dental care and treatment
options for many dental issues -- Conventional and Holistic-- for babies, small children, men and women alike.
and much, much more... DOWNLOAD NOW! tags: dental care quex dental care,hanapole dental care,complete
dental care,bora care with mold care,bora care mold care,denta care,carlsbad pediatric dental care,dental
surgeon,empire care dental,aadams dental care,smile care dental,we care dental associate,dental care india
tour,bora care reviews,smile dental care,family dental services,children's dental care,24 hour dentist,masshealth
dental dental care insurance,emergency dental services,gentle dental care,family dental group,the family
dentist,affordable family dentistry,dental flipper care,power swabs tooth whitening kit dental care,canyon
dental care,long meadow family dental care,bora care treatment,community dental care,family and cosmetic
dentistry,same day dental implants,united health care insurance vision dental insuran,dental care center
inc,how to get rid of bad breath permanently,affordable dentist,oral dent,the dental practice,family care
dental,oral surgeon,gentle dental,cheap dental implants,dental implants problems, tooth decay treatment, tooth
book, tooth infection, tooth care, how to reverse tooth decay, tooth decay book, cure tooth decay book, holistic
dental care, heal teeth naturally, healing cavities, cure tooth decay, cure tooth decay book
Teeth Mary Otto 2017-03-14 An NPR Best Book of 2017 "[Teeth is] . . . more than an exploration of a twotiered system—it is a call for sweeping, radical change." —New York Times Book Review "Show me your
teeth," the great naturalist Georges Cuvier is credited with saying, "and I will tell you who you are." In this
shattering new work, veteran health journalist Mary Otto looks inside America's mouth, revealing unsettling
truths about our unequal society. Teeth takes readers on a disturbing journey into America's silent epidemic of
oral disease, exposing the hidden connections between tooth decay and stunted job prospects, low educational
achievement, social mobility, and the troubling state of our public health. Otto's subjects include the pioneering
dentist who made Shirley Temple and Judy Garland's teeth sparkle on the silver screen and helped create the
all-American image of "pearly whites"; Deamonte Driver, the young Maryland boy whose tragic death from an
abscessed tooth sparked congressional hearings; and a marketing guru who offers advice to dentists on how to
push new and expensive treatments and how to keep Medicaid patients at bay. In one of its most disturbing
findings, Teeth reveals that toothaches are not an occasional inconvenience, but rather a chronic reality for
millions of people, including disproportionate numbers of the elderly and people of color. Many people, Otto
reveals, resort to prayer to counteract the uniquely devastating effects of dental pain. Otto also goes back in
time to understand the roots of our predicament in the history of dentistry, showing how it became separated
from mainstream medicine, despite a century of growing evidence that oral health and general bodily health
are closely related. Muckraking and paradigm-shifting, Teeth exposes for the first time the extent and
meaning of our oral health crisis. It joins the small shelf of books that change the way we view society and
ourselves—and will spark an urgent conversation about why our teeth matter.
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